
__  +3 for the most contacts 

__  +3 for the fewest contacts 

__  +3 if you have a photo of the couple on your phone. Vote on who has the most embarrassing, sweetest or silliest photo 
(the group’s choice) and award +5.

__  +1 if you’ve already Instagrammed a photo of this party

__  +5 if you have a photo of the bride in a white dress

__  Go into your recently used emojis. +1 for each of the following you’ve recently used: diamond ring, diamond, the bride, 
bouquet, and the chapel with the heart (the emoji for wedding, of course!)

__  +5 if you don’t have an emoji keyboard

__  -1 for each ex’s phone number still in your contacts

__  +2 if the last person you called was your Mom

__  +1 for a dating app

__  +1 if you have a fitness-related app

__  +1 if the last picture you took was of food

__  Text your Mom or Dad and ask them to send you a picture. Whoever’s parent replies first scores +5

__  +1 for every person you have listed under a description rather than their real name, for example “Guy at the Bar,” 
“Landlord” or “Mother-in-law.” Number must be a personal phone, not a business. Vote on the weirdest and award +5.

__  Ask the bride what song she and her fiancé plan to dance to at their wedding or what “their song” is if they haven’t 
decided yet. +1 if you have it. 

__  -1 if you have Candy Crush

__  +1 for every contact with the same first name as the groom. +3 if you have the groom’s number (and you’re not his 
sister or fiancée—sorry, ladies!).

Your name: ___________________________________       Final score: ________

What’s in Your Cell Phone?
Take out your cell phones, ladies. Have the host read each question aloud and 
be sure to share your pictures, admit if you have Candy Crush and own up to 
the number of exs still inexplicably in your contact list. Set a time limit of 30 
seconds for questions that require you to find something, like a photo or song. 
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